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1. Introduction
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) can be used to obtain images of a large variety of
materials resulting from secondary electron. The SEM can also be used to detect different
signals that provide composition information , surface morphology and characteristics of the
local electronic structure. The signals provide different processes in the electron-matter
interaction. The combination of different signals produces an detailled physical image and
qualitative and quantitative analysis of the electronic properties of studied samples.
The cathodoluminescence (CL) is one of different signals that has frequently been used
within SEM to study the semiconductor materials. This technique avoids destruction of the
sample ,has a high resolution and an image depth field which are determined by the beam
current , the beam energy and the beam size.
This method has been used to investigate and to identify the particular features of the
crystal defects(dislocation,precipitate,boundaries (Djemel , Castaing et al ,1990 ); Djemel ,
Castaing et al ,1992 ).
The CL method allows the determination of quantitative information on local electronic and
optical parameters of materials such as the diffusion length (L) ,absorption coefficient (α ) , the
dopping levels and the defects parameters such as the recombination velocity (Vs) ,the defects
density (Nt) ,the capture cross section ( ) and the energy level (Et) associated to defects.
The cathodoluminescence is based on the study of the interaction of the electron beam with
the semiconductor. This interaction gives rise to electron-hole (e-h) pairs generation within
the sample . The density of e-h pairs generated is limited by the scattering process of the
electron beam within the sample. The distribution of the e-h pairs created depends on the
diffusion length and the recombination behaviour at the surface and in the bulk. The
recombination can be either radiative in which case a photon is emitted or non-radiative
generating phonons , Auger electron ....At the surface ,the recombination process is
generally non-radiative. The generated photon submits to an absoption in the escape from
the sample and those that finally emerge can be collected and subsequently detected to
provide the cathodoluminescence signal . The radiative recombination results from band to
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band transition and band to energy level transition. The energy level is associated with
impurities or with crystal defects.

2. Quantitative study
The quatitative determination of CL requires an accurate simulation of the CL signal as a
function of the electron beam paramaters , the beam current (Ip) and energy beam (E0 ).
However, this depends on various stages :
-

a better description of the electron-semiconductor interaction
the diffusion and the distribution of the generated (e-h) pairs within the sample
the boundary conditions and the recombination at the surface and in the bulk.

2.1 Generation function
Many models can describe the electron-semiconductor interaction : the polynomial form
(Everhoff&Hoff,1971) , the point or spherical models , the modified Gaussian approximation
(Wu & Wittry,1978 ; Hergert , Reck et al,1987 ) and the Monte Carlo method (Phang, Pey et
al ,1992).
For GaAs, the electron–semiconductor interaction is approximeted by the modified
Gaussian function which gives the local generation rate G(z)
G(z) = (ρ/R) φ(u)

(1)

φ(u) = A exp[- (u-u0)2 /Δu] – Bexp - (bu/u0)

(2)

where u = ρz/R , ρ is the density of semiconductor ( g/cm3) ,z is the depth ( cm) and R is the
maximum electron range (g/cm2).R has been deduced for GaAs as e function of the beam
energy E0 (keV):
R = 2.56.10-3 (E0/30)1.7

(3)

For GaAs , u0 = 0.125 , Δu = 0.350 , b = 4.0 , B/A = 0.4.The constant A and B are determined
using the normalization condition.( Wu & Wittry,1978 ).
2.2 Diffusion and distribution
Consider a n-type semiconductor doped with concentration Nd .
The transport of (e-h) pairs generated has been controlled by the continuity equation which
has the following classic form :
divJ = G(z) - r(z)

(4)

where J is the flux of the carrier excess, r(z) is the recombination rate in the bulk and at the
semiconductor surface.
The recombination rate in the bulk (neutral region ) is expressed by:
r(z) = Δp(z)/
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where Δp(z) is the excess hole carrier and

p

is the hole lifetime .

In the litterature there are two definitions of the semiconductor surface . In the first
definition, the surface is defined as a dead-layer ( non-radiative region ) with a thickness ZT
( Hergert , Reck et al 1987 ; Wittry & Kyser 1967 ).
The distribution of minority excess carriers is determined by the continuity equation in the
bulk or neutral region:
Dp)d2Δp(z)/dz2 = G(z) – Δp(z)/

p

(6)

In the second definition , the surface is described by a defects density Nt and an energy level
Et in the band gap ( Djemel , Tarento et al , 1998 ).The consequence of electronic surface
states associated to surface defects consists in the existence of a depletion region that is
linked to a potential barrier Eb between the free semiconductor surface and the bulk.This
second definition of surface is used in cases of dislocation ( Tarento & Marfaing , 1992 ) and
grain boundary ( Oualid , Singal et al , 1984 ).
The distribution of excess carrier is governed by :
-

the continuity equations of both excess majority and minority carrier in the depletion
region ( the recombination is neglected in the region r(z)=0 ) ( Djemel , Tarento et al
,1998 ) :
-d2Δn(z)/dz2 + 2α(z-Zd) dΔn(z)/dz + 2αΔn(z) = G(z)/Dn

(7)

-d2Δp(z)/dz2 - 2α(z-Zd) dΔp(z)/dz - 2αΔp(z) = G(z)/Dp

(8)

Using the Einstein relation (D/μ = kT/e), α becomes equal to Nd e2/2kTε , D and μ are the
diffusion coefficient and mobility of carriers and ε is the electric permitivity.
-

and by the continuity equation of excess minority carrier in the neutral region (in the
bulk)
Dp d2 Δp(z)/dz2 = G(z) - Δp(z)/

p

(9)

2.3 Surface recombination
The recombination rate at the semiconductor surface is treated by two methods.The free
surface of semiconductor is defined as a dead-layer (non-radiative region) with a thickness
ZT and a surface recombination velocity VS ( Hergert , Reck et al , 1987 ; Wittry & Kyser ,
1967 ). In this case VS is found from the condition:
Dp [dΔp(z)/dz]z=0 = VS Δp(0)

(10)

In the second method ,the free surface of semiconductor is described by defects density Nt
and an energy level Et in the band gap with an occupation probability f given by the
Shockley-Read-Hall theory.
f = [Δn(0) +n0 +ni exp((Ei – Et)/ kT ) ]/[Δn(0) +n0 + Δp(0) +p0 +2ni cosh(( Et – Ei )/kT )] (11)
n0 , ni , p0 , Ei are defined in ( Djemel , Nouiri et al ,2002 ).
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Δn(0) , Δp(0) are the excess carriers at the surface (z=0) of the electron and hole
respectively.
The recombination rate U(0) at the surface (z=0) is given by:
U(0) = C Nt (Δn(0) Δp(0) + p0 Δn(0) + n0 Δp(0)) / (n t +n0 + Δn(0) + pt + p0 + Δp(0))

(12)

Where C = Vth is the capture coefficient of electron and hole ( is the capture cross section
which is generally linked to both defect and the environment (Bourgoin & Corbett ,1972),
and Vth is the thermal velocity ) .
nt , pt , are given in Ref ( Djemel , Nouiri et al , 2004 ).
The relation between VS (first definition of surface) and ( Nt , Et ) (second definition of
surface) can be established ( Djemel , Nouiri et al , 2002 ).
2.4 Signal of Cathodoluminescence (CL)
The CL signal is calculated from the excess minority carrier in the neutral region (in the
bulk).The photons are generated within the sample when the carriers recombine radiatively.
It is assumed that the CL signal is proportional to the integral of the carriers excess over the
generation volume. The main optical loss mechanism taken into account is the absorption
within the sample. The attenuation of photons propagation towards the surface is given by
an exponential law.
In the case where the suface is considered as a dead-layer with a thickness ZT , the CL signal
is given by: ( Hergert , Hildebrandt et al , 1987 ; Hildebrandt , Schreiber et al ,1988 ) .
ICL  ∫ (1/ r) sin c F(c)d ; c = /cos

(13)

F(x) = G0 exp(-ZT) [ φ(x,ZT) - (Lx+S) φ(1/L , ZT)/(1 + S)]/( 1 - x2L2)

(14)

φ(x , ZT) = ∫ exp( -z ) G(z + ZT)dz

(15)

where c denote the critical angle of the total reflexion at the surface , G0 is the total generation
rate, and r are the total and radiative lifetimes , respectively , L is the diffusion length ,  is
the optical absorption coefficient , S is the reduced surface recombination velocity.
In the second definition where the surface is described by defects density Nt and an energy
level Et in the band gap ,the CL signal is written as follow ( Djemel , Kouissa et al , 2008 )
ICL  ∫ [ Δp(z)/ p ] exp( - b z )

dz

(16)

p is the lifetime of excess minority carriers , b is the optical absorption coefficient that
depends on the wavelength , is the efficiency of radiative recombination and written as
(Yacobi & Holt , 1990 ) :

=
r

and

nr

nr /(

r

+

nr

)

are the lifetimes of radiative and non-radiative recombination, respectively .

Δp(z) is the minority carriers excess solution of equations (7) , (8) and (9).
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/ L p  dz


(18)

Bp = Δp( z = Zd ) is a constant and represents the excess carrier at the limit between neutral
region and depletion region .
The influence of parameters of electron beam (beam intensity Ip and energy beam E0 ) , of
parameters of semiconductor ( Nd , Lp , b ) and of parameters of surface ( Vs , ZT ) or ( Nt ,
Et, ) on the CL signal has been intensively studied ( Wittry & Kyser , 1967 ; Djemel , Nouiri
et al ; 2002;Ben Nacer,Matoussi et al ,2009).
On the other hand,there are correlations between the theoretical CL signal and CL
measurement to determine the parameters of surface ( Vs , ZT ) ( Hergert , Reck et al , 1987 )
or ( Nt ,Et , ) ( Djemel , Nouiri et al , 2000 ) .
To illustrate the CL calculation where the surface is defined by Nt ,Et and , one sample
of p-type GaAs is investigated experimentally. The p-type conduction is obtained by
thermal treatment of semi-insulating GaAs (heated at 1019 °C, 24 h), the acceptors
concentration Na=1016 cm-3 has been measured by Hall effect (Djemel, Castaing et al ,
1992 ).
Two surfaces are compared: one is non-treated and the other is chemically polished with
H2SO4:H2O2:H2O (9:1:1) . CL measurements have been performed at room temperature. The
primary electron beam intensity is 15 nA, with an electron energy ranging from 5 to 40 KeV.
To understand the influence of Et on the CL intensity, we have reported in figure 1, the
variation of the occupation probability  (equation 11) as a function of Et for different excess
carrier at the surface n (0). This figure shows that  increases when the energy level Et
moves away from the conduction band Ec ; it means that the number of the occupied centres
is increased, consequently, the surface recombination velocity increases. Therefore, the
change in energy level Et explains the surface recombination. On the other hand, the
variation of  is important when the excess carrier at the surface n(0) increases.
Figure 2 shows the CL curves (equation 16) for different Et. The influence of Et on the CL
curves is important for the low electron beam energy. The CL intensity increases and the
maximum moves to low acceleration energy when Et is near to conduction band (weak
surface recombination). This behaviour is similar to that of the surface recombination
velocity (Hergert, Reck et al, 1987) .
In figure 3, the CL intensity is measured for two surface states. After chemical treatment of
the surface (open circles), the CL intensity increases in the low electron energy region .In the
high electron energy region, the difference of CL signal between both surface states (treated
and non-treated chemically) is reduced...
The adjustment between the numerical results and experimental data has been obtained by
a change in energy level Et. Thus, the two surface states can be characterised by a same
defect density Nt = 2.109 cm-2, and an energy level Et=1.30 eV (Fig.3, 1), and by an energy
level Et=1.33 eV (Fig.3, 2). The similar surface states are obtained in p-GaAs deformed and
non-deformed (Djemel, Nouiri et al, 2000).
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Fig. 1. The occupation probability  as a function of Et for different excess carrier at the
surface (n(0)=1012 cm-3 (a), 1013 cm-3 (b), 1014 cm-3 (c))
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Fig. 3. CL intensity as a function of electron beam energy E0 before and after surface
treatment for p-GaAs. Full lines are the results of proposed model (Djemel, Tarento et al,
1998).

3. Electrical activity of defects
The electrical activity of defects can be imaged by cathodoluminescence .It reveals the
regions where the recombination is radiative or non radiative. This electrical activity can
be observed by the measurement of the contrast (CNR) which is defined by the relative
difference between the measured CL intensity over the defect and the measured CL
intensity in the region without defect. The contrast is changed by the modification of the
electronic properties of defects which are induced by the external treatment
(hydrogenation, thermal treatment.. (Djemel , Castaing et al ,1990 ;Djemel , Castaing et al
,1992 ).
Figure 4 illustreates the modifications of the thermal treatment on the electrical activity of
defects in GaAs.
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Fig. 4. CL observation after a thermal treatment of 15 hours at 850°C followed by quenching,
with Si3N4 encapsulation ( Djemel , Castaing et al ,1990 )(x 1000)
Two kinds of contrast are essentially observed : dark contrast or halo contrast such as
illustrated in fig.5 and white contrast. The two kinds of contrast are explained (i) by the
existence of non radiative recombination centres or energy elimination by any other process
( phonons , Auger ...) ( or ones emitting out of the spectral band of detector ) for the dark
contrast and (ii) by the existence of radiative recombination centres or by an increase of
carrier concentration for the white contrast .

Fig. 5. Typical variation of CL Intensity (ICL ) for a line scan through a defect and variation of
contrast (CNR ) : a) dark contrast , b) halo contrast. ( Djemel , Castaing et al ,1990 )
Figure 6 illustreates the modifications of the hydrogenation on the electrical activity of
subgrain boundaries in GaAs.
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Fig. 6. CL migrographs of deformed GaAs covered with a layer of GaAlAs and exposed to a
hydrogen plasma. Observations for various beam accelerating voltages: a) 15 KeV , b) 20
KeV , c) 25 KeV.( Djemel , Castaing et al ,1992)
Deuterium is introduced in deformed GaAs by RF plasma and the Deuterium profil is
determined by secondary ion mass analysis (SIMS).We have checked that the CL emission
originates from the subsurface region containing Deuterium, by changing the range
penetration of electrons. The values are 1.6 μm , 2.6 μm, 3.7 μm for 15 KeV , 20 KeV , and
25 KeV beam voltages respectively .The subgrain boudaries are invisible at the low beam
voltage (Fig.6c) when electron-hole pairs are generated in the Hydrogenated region of the
specimen (1-2 μm obtained by the Deuteurium profil SIMS). For high voltages , the
contrast is strong (Fig.6c) because the hydrogen penetration is small compared to the
electrons one.

4. Spectroscopic study
Defects and Complex defects in semiconductors are still attractive topics.They influence
the electronic and optical properties of the materials. Complex defects are formed
between the defects impurities(doping,already present in the starting material) and the
created intrinsic defects (vacancy,interstitial and substitution position ,anti-site).These
defects include nearest- and second-neighbor point-defect pairs.These defects and
complex defects introduce generally the energy levels in the band gap. They can be
radiative or nonradiative. In the case of radiative defects , the cathodoluminescence
(Yacobi,Holt,1986;Lei,Leipner et al ,2004) and the photoluminescence (Sauncy,Palsule et
al,1996 ;William,1968) allow to obtain a quantitative spectroscopy of the energy levels
associated with defects.
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Figure 7 shows the liquid-He spectra in semi-insulating GaAs. (Yacobi, Holt,1986)

Fig. 7. Liquid-He CL spectra from (a) bright area and (b) an adjacent dark area (Fig.8) in
semi-insulating GaAs (Yacobi, Holt, 1986)
Using the monochromatic CL micrograph, we can determine the spatial distribution of the
defect corresponding to the emission .Fig.8.

Fig. 8. Liquid-He monochromatic CL micrograph of a cell boundary in semi-insulating GaAs
using the 1.494 eV emission due to residual Carbon (Yacobi, Holt, 1986)
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5. Impact of electron beam irradiation
The cathodoluminescence is an effective technique for the analysis of the electronic
properties of semiconductors. However, some materials ( GaAs , ZnO , GaN ..) are sensitive
to the irradiation electron beam (Djemel, 1988 ; Dierre,Yuan et al ,2008) .This sensibility is
shown by a decrease of the CL intensity (increase of contrast) or an increase of CL intensity.
The variation of CL intensity depends on the chemical nature of surface (Ga face, As face, Zn
face ,O face ,N face )(Dierre,Yuan et al ,2008) , on the emission band ( energy level in the gap
band) (Dierre,Yuan et al ,2008) and on the external treatment supported by the materials
(Djemel, 1988) .
Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the impact of electron beam irradiation before and after the
treatment by hydrogen (Djemel, 1988).
Different mechanisms are induced by the electron beam. The electron beam irradiation
induces an Electron Stimulated Reaction (Bourgoin, Corbett, 1972).The incident electrons
depose locally a large energy which causes the bond breaking in the materials and the
formation of the reactive sites. These reactive sites can react with the defects from surface or
in the bulk .The electron beam, across the locally deposited energy, can enhance the
migration of mobile defects and impurities. The interaction , between all defects and the
complex defect responsible of luminescence , changes the electronic environment of the last
defect .Thus ,these defects can turn into radiative and nonradioactive recombination centres
.

Fig. 9. Impact of electron beam irradiation observed by CL in GaAs before hydrogenation
(dark dots) (Djemel, 1988)
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Fig. 10. Impact of electron beam irradiation observed by CL in GaAs after hydrogenation
(white dots ) (Djemel,1988)
Different mechanisms are induced by the electron beam. The electron beam irradiation
induces an Electron Stimulated Reaction (Bourgoin, Corbett, 1972).The incident electrons
depose locally a large energy which causes the bond breaking in the materials and the
formation of the reactive sites. These reactive sites can react with the defects from surface or
in the bulk .The electron beam, across the locally deposited energy, can enhance the
migration of mobile defects and impurities. The interaction , between all defects and the
complex defect responsible of luminescence , changes the electronic environment of the last
defect .Thus ,these defects can turn into radiative and nonradioactive recombination centres.

6. Effect of temperature on CL intensity
Few theoretical and experimental works on the variation of the CL intensity as a function of
the temperature have been realized (Jones, Nag et al, 1973; Lei, Leipner et al, 2004; Djemel,
Kouissa et al ,2009). These studies concern the temperature variation of CL intensity for the
transition conduction band and valence band (Jones, Nag et al, 1973 ). In this work a large
discrepancy exists between the theoretical calculation and the experimntal data. Lei,Leipner
et al ,2004 have studied the temperature variation of the luminescence bands for n-GaAs in
the temperature range 20K-100K (Lei,Leipner et al , 2004). A new theoretical study on the CL
intensity as a function of temperature and taking into account the influence of temperature
on all physical parameters is done by Djemel,Kouissa et al ,2009 . Using this model, an
improvement in the fitting of experimental data(Lei,Leipner et al , 2004 ) is shown in (Fig.11)
allowing an estimation of capture cross section and the determination of the parameter of
the radiative recombination centre.
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Fig. 11. CL Intensity versus temperature for D band( Et=0.5eV) in GaAs:Si (Lei,Leipner et al ,
2004) Numerical results (●) Experimental data (○) ( Djemel,Kouissa et al ,2009)

7. Conclusion
In this article we have shown the ability of the cathodoluminescence technique to study
defects. We have demonstrated how this technique provides much data which are
complementary in nature.
The quantitative study allows the knowledge of the interaction electron-matter in all
aspect: energy dissipation of electron beam , generation function , penetration range ,
creation e-h pair energy ,distribution of generated carriers and their concentration ,
comparison between the calculated CL intensity and the measured CL intensity
,determination of physics parameters of defects (defects density, energy levels in the band
gap, the capture cross section ,recombination velocity ) and the parameters of carriers (
diffusion length).
The CL micrograph visualisation gives us a general cartography of the active defects and
non-active defects .The measurements of luminescence band give valuable information on
the energy levels associated to defects and their place in the band gap. The impact of
electron beam irradiation allows to determine the thermal stability of the electronic
properties of defects ,to study the reactivity between defects and can identify the
crystalline face ( impact different on Zn face and O face ).The measurements of CL
intensity as a function of the temperature predict the evolution of many physical
parameters with temperature. The comparison between the numerical results and the
experimental data of CL intensity allows to extract the data on the radiative
recombination centre.
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